1967 Alfa Romeo Duetto
Preis
USD 48 500
Baujahr 1967
Kilometerstand 40 460 mi / 65 115 km
Lenkung Links
Zustand Gebraucht
Standort
Außenfarbe Rot
Automobiltyp Sonstige
Markenfarbe außen Red

Beschreibung
1966 Alfa Romeo Giulia Spider Duetto
Chassis No. 10503.661276
Engine No. AR00536.07726
• Highly Coveted First Year "Osso di Seppia" Duetto Spider
• Early Production Featuring Covered Headlights, Weber Carburetors & Veloce Intake
• Displaying Well Preserved Cosmetics, Paired to Correct Engine & Mechanical Components
• Tasteful Period Ensemble & Driving Experience
• An Excellent Entry in Classic Alfa Ownership
• Complete with Owner's Manual, Jack, Spare Tire Assembly
In 1960 Pininfarina was asked by Alfa Romeo to design a spider based on the Sprint Speciale. They
developed a prototype in 1961, of which ultimately went into production in 1966. The popular Giulia Spider,
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a mainstay of Alfa Romeo, found its replacement with the Duetto Spider. Reliability and performance were
strong, with the majority of the new car's mechanical components carried over unaltered from the proven
Giulia. The "Duetto" name reflects the car's recurring theme of two – two camshafts, two carburetors, and
two seats for the two occupants to sing together while motoring.
According to Numerazione Delle Vetture Alfa Romeo 1910-1972, chassis number 10503.661276 originally
corresponds to a 1966 Alfa Romeo Spider Duetto, engine series AR 00536.00770-11033. Today, it appears
this particularly early Duetto was freshened as needed in years past, driven and enjoyed as intended. The
Alfa displays older paint and brightwork, as well as portions of the cabin and auxiliary equipment. Correct
Carello headlight covers, steel wheels and hubcaps complement, mounted to older 155R15 Firestone F-560
tires. An honest presentation along with a solid chassis, 661276 offers an excellent foundation for continued
enjoyment.
Beautifully mellowed cosmetics only enhance the Alfa's original character. The Duetto's cabin is tidy and
generally correct with more recent upholstery, black canvas convertible top, lap belts, bespoke black
herringbone Coco floor mats, and original Pininfarina radio blank. A fitted boot cover accompanies for open
motoring. Recorded mileage reads 40,460.
Factory identification plaques and chassis stampings remain fixed the front firewall, one of which reflect the
vehicle's German delivery - as well as the Pininfarina body number stamped into the rear trunk floor
(151848). The luggage compartment appears preserved with correct rubber mats, jack and matching spare
tire assembly. A solid chassis and undercarriage lead to an equally tidy engine compartment. It's believed
the 1600cc powerplant currently fitted (AR00536.07726) is original to this chassis and retains proper Bologna
Weber 40DCOE27 carburetors and Veloce style manifold. Engine compression reads 140, 150, 140, 150 psi.
The ever-iconic Alfa Romeo Duetto of The Graduate makes for the ideal entry into a classic Italian collectible
and an all-around stylish and very drivable automobile. First-year Duettos come highly prized among
enthusiasts; we offer this Giulia Spider for worldwide purchase and delivery from our Houston, Texas
showroom.
*Vehicle titled as a 1967 model year.
$48,500.00
Price to Sell!
The above vehicle information is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the time it is posted to this
website. It is provided 'as-is', without warranties as to its accuracy, whether expressed or implied, and is
intended for informational purposes only. Corrections or additional information is always appreciated.
All advertised prices exclude government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document
preparation charge, and shipping expenses. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. DriverSource is not liable for
any errors, omissions, or mistakes.
Source URL: https://www.classicdriver.com/de/car/alfa-romeo/duetto/1967/852240
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